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INTRODUCTION

What is Customer Relationship Management 

In essence Customer Relationship Management or CRM is nothing more than a revisiting of the old saying ‘know  
your customers’.

Previously customer relationships were simpler and it was easier to know each customer, their needs and wants, past 
transactions and buying patterns. With the increase in complexity of relationships, channels, and products, coupled 
with the increasing possibilities for customers to have multiple relationships with different parts of an organisation  
(accounts, sales, purchasing, customer service etc) that knowledge has become harder to maintain.

CRM seeks to re-create the position where you know your customers and understand what makes them tick. It uses  
recent developments in software that allow mapping of complex transactions and relationships to give a holistic 
picture of a customer and, in theory, gives the client the same level of service through a range of possible channels.

In a sense it focuses on customer share rather than market share, using the Pareto rule that 20% of your customers  
will deliver 80% of the value, and is about understanding just who that 20% is.

This then allows you to focus on the value-generating proportion and maximise your ‘share of their wallet’. Any CRM  
initiative will also support the other management objective -  i.e. maximising shareholder value - as it is only possible  
to  maximise  shareholder  value  if  you  maximise  returns  from customers  and  therefore  you  need  to  offer  your  
customers the products and services they demand.

CRM is based around a few principal observations about customers:

! new customers are expensive to capture (estimates put the cost at as much as ten 
times the  cost of a retained customer) and take time to deliver value    

! lost customers tell many others about their experiences and rarely come back

! retained  customers  are  better  value  and  with  time  move  from  being  clients  to 
becoming advocates working on your behalf     

! your major efforts should be spent on your best customers or groups of customers -  
i.e. those  that are likely to yield best returns

CRM is about knowing your customers. It is about creating and growing relationships with your customers. It is about  
remembering customer preferences and forging long-term relationships with them by delivering exceptional service  
and product offerings tailored to them. CRM is also having the ability to determine which customers are the most 
profitable, determining what drives that profit, and ensuring that customer-specific business processes and practices 
maintain or increase that customer profitability. CRM is also about having the ability to know which customers are not 
profitable, why they are not profitable, and being able to change tactics to ensure future profitability. 

"CRM is a disciplined business strategy to create and sustain long-term, profitable customer relationships" 

(J. Curry, author of Customer Marketing Method)

"....at its core, CRM is an enterprise-wide mindset, mantra, and set of business processes and policies that are  
designed to acquire, retain and service customers" 

(S. Fletcher, President of Pipeline)

"Customer Relationship Management is a business strategy to select and manage customers to optimise long-term  
value. CRM requires a customer-centric business philosophy and culture to support effective marketing sales and  
service processes. CRM applications can enable effective Customer Relationship Management, provided that an  
enterprise has the right leadership, strategy, and culture." 

(R. Thomson, founder of CRMGuru.com)
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WORKING WITH CONTACTS 

The Contacts register is the most fundamental part of CRM in Standard ERP. This is where you store information  
about your customers, suppliers, contact persons, hotel guests etc. With the use of Classifications you can also 
segment your contacts using criteria relevant for your business. This segmentation can later be used for reporting,  
sales or marketing efforts. 

Contacts can be arranged in hierarchies and a Contact  can have many other Contacts connected to it.  All  the 
connected Contacts will be shown in a list in the Contact window. For example — a Contact of type Customer might  
have a number of other Contacts of type Contact Person connected to it (or other types). If you want to add a ‘sub  
contact’ to a Contact, use the ‘Create Contact’ function on the Operations menu. The relationships between different  
Contacts is stored in a register called ‘Customer Relations’.

Using the Contact Relations register you can add specific email addresses per contact and company. When you run 
the Customer Status report the Activities that have been created for a contact and company will be shown.

To find a specific Contact, you can sort the ‘Contacts: Browse’ window by the column in which you want to search 
(e.g. Name) and type the string to search for into the search field. Further search functionality is available from the  
Operations menu of the Browse window (e.g. allowing you to search for a Contact with a particular email address).

We will begin by explaining some of the settings related to Contacts before going through the Contact record in more  
detail.

Classification Types

Classification Types are used to divide Customer Classifications into groups, and for reporting purposes. Example  
Classification Types might be Regions and Industries.

Contact Classifications

This setting allows you to define any number of Classifications that you can use to categorise your Customers and  
other Contacts, perhaps recording their relationship to you (e.g. lead, service customer or retail customer), specifying  
the area where a customer is situated, specifying the business type etc. This is a great tool for reporting purposes –  
allowing you to produce more specific reports about certain types of customers.
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Info in Customer Status Report

The Customer Status Report is a vital part of Standard ERP’s CRM functionality. It provides a one-stop information 
overview, pulling together information from many different parts of the system.

The ‘Info in Customer Status Report’ setting is used to control the appearance of the Customer Status Report when 
called from the Operations menu function of the ‘Contacts: Browse’ and ‘Contact: Inspect’ windows. This setting can 
be set up so that each individual user will be shown different information in the report, related to his/her role in the  
company.

Tick the check-boxes to add the types of information that the specified user needs to see in the Customer Status 
Report. Specify how many entries you want to see of each type or leave blank to see all. 

If you select ‘Show Activity Classes’, a summary of used Activity Classes will shown in the report instead of every  
Activity being listed individually (even if you have checked ‘Include Activities’).

Info in Supplier Status Report

There is also a corresponding setting and report for suppliers.
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Customer Categories

Customer Categories are defined using the setting in the Sales Ledger.  They provide a useful way of grouping  
customers together for reporting purposes as well as grouping customers that have common settings (such as price 
lists and/or accounts).

Code: Specify the unique code by which the Customer Category will be identified from the Contact screen and  
elsewhere in Standard ERP.

Description: Enter text describing the Customer Category here.

Class. Types:  You can enter one or more Classification Types separated by commas here. This will make it  
mandatory that  a Classification of  each of  those Types is  specified in every Customer belonging to this  
Category. After adding Classification Types here, you will be given a different paste window when using Paste  
Special from the Contact Classification field in Contact records, to help you enter the right Classifications.

Price List: The Price List entered here determines the prices used in Quotations, Orders and Invoices for all  
Customers belonging to this Category.

Discount Matrix:  A Discount Matrix code entered here determines the discount structure for all Customers in 
this Category. Furthermore, you can use the settings on the ‘Accounts’ card to overwrite the general Account  
Usage settings (P/L and S/L) for all Customers in this Category. For more information on Price Lists and 
Discount Matrices, please consult the training material for Pricing.

User Defined Fields - Contacts/Activities

The  Contact  and  Activity  records  are  capable  of  storing  a  sufficient  quantity  of  information  to  cater  for  most  
requirements. However, in some circumstances, it might be necessary to store additional information for which no  
fields have been provided. The User Defined Fields settings in the CRM module (User Defined Fields – Contacts and 
User Defined Fields – Activities) allow you to add your own fields to each Contact record and each Activity for this  
purpose. The new fields will be visible on the ‘User Defined’ card of each Contact and Activity record.

You can use Standard ERP’s Report Generator functionality to make reports based on User Defined Fields. For more  
information, please consult the training material for the Report Generator.

Text Types & Default Activity Text Codes

The Text Types and Default Activity Text Codes settings should be used together. The ‘Text’ card in the Activity window 
contains a matrix where you can enter comments about an Activity. If you have standard texts or phrases that you  
use frequently, then you may reduce the typing load by setting up ‘Text Types’ and ‘Default Activity Codes’ in these  
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settings.  You can then simply type a Text Type code in the left-hand column in the matrix in an Activity to bring in the  
associated text. Default Activity Text Codes allow you to have text brought in to the Activity matrix when you specify  
the Activity Type.   

In the ‘Text Types’ setting, you can create specific records for phrases or sentences that are used frequently. In the  
record you specify a code and the standard text. 

Code: Specify a unique code for the standard phrase or sentence. 

Comment: Enter the standard phrase or sentence itself here.  

This will allow you to simply enter the code in the Code column on the ‘Text’ card of an Activity when you need to add  
the standard text  to the matrix row. The texts you enter in this setting will  be available through a Paste Special  
selection window as well. 

‘Default Activity Text Codes’ allow you to set up a set of standard texts that will automatically be added to an Activity  
record when you specify an Activity Type. The following fields are available in the Default Activity Text Code record: 

Code: Specify a unique code for the record.  

Comment: Enter text describing the record here. This will not be copied to Activity records but will be used to  
help you choose a Default Activity Text Code when adding one to an Activity Type record.  

Text Type: Enter a Text Type for each row required. You can select the Text Types that were described above.  
Alternatively, you can also use other values.  You do not need to specify a Text Type in every row.  

Comment: Enter the standard phrase or sentence text here in each row.  

After entering your Default Activity Text Codes, you can add a Default Text Code code to the Def. Text Codes field in  
each Activity Type record. When an Activity Type is used in an Activity record, the contents of the Default Text Code  
matrix will be added to the Activity matrix. 

Entering a Contact

The following section describes some of the most important fields in the Contact register.

No.:  Enter  the unique code you are assigning to  this  Contact.  The field  holds up to  20 characters  and/or 
numbers. Standard ERP offers a default based on the Contact Number of the previous Contact entered.

Category: Enter the Customer and/or Supplier Category to which this Contact belongs.

Type Check-boxes: Use these options to specify whether this Contact is a Customer, Supplier, Hotel Guest,  
Employee or Dealer. You can tick as many check boxes as you like. If no check-box is ticked it means that the 
record is a Contact Person.
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Short: This field can be used as an alternative means of identifying this Contact  -  information entered here  
appears in the Short  column in the ‘Contacts:  Browse’  window. Contacts of  a similar  nature (e.g.  same 
industry) could be given the same Short Code so that they will appear together when sorting the ‘Contacts: 
Browse’ window by Short Code. 

Name: Enter the Name of the Contact.

Department:  The Department Name can be recorded here. This might be necessary if you are dealing with  
several departments in the same company. Alternatively, if your company has several departments, the one 
responsible for this Contact can be recorded here. The Contact List report can be sorted into Department  
order.

Sort Key:  This field can be used in countries where a post code, zip code or other area code appears on a  
separate line in an address. Note that, if the field is used for this purpose, it  will  need to appear on the  
standardised Forms (Invoice, Delivery Note, etc.). Therefore, the standard forms supplied with Standard ERP 
will need to be modified accordingly using the Form Template register in the System module.

You can also use this field to organise your Contacts into zones to provide a guide for delivery drivers. The  
Sort Key will be copied to the Sorting field in Sales Orders. The Sorted Order List report in the Sales Order  
module is a list in Sort Key order of Orders with a particular Planned Delivery Date. 

Telephone, Fax, Mobile, Email, Skype, SIP: These fields allow you to save contact information for different  
means of communication. Besides traditional ones such as telephone and fax, you can save email and SIP 
addresses and a  Skype ID for each Contact. Using the integrated Business Communicator, you can call your 
Contacts directly from their Contact record using the telephone icon. 

If you are using the Standard ERP’s Fax Server, the fax number will be used when faxing documents to this  
Contact.

The ‘Update Fax Numbers’ Maintenance function in the Technics module can be used to remove spaces and  
dashes from all Contacts’ Fax Numbers. This will be necessary if you will be sending faxes through the fax  
server, in which case fax numbers should not contain non-numeric characters.

Primary Contact: You can assign an unlimited number of Contact Persons to each Contact. The name of your 
main Contact  Person can be entered here and this  name will  be brought in as  a  default  whenever the  
Customer is used in a Quotation, Order or Invoice. If you need to add more contact names, use the ‘Create  
Contact’ function on the Operations menu. All Contact Persons will appear in the list at the bottom of the 
‘Contact’ card.

Classification: This field provides further means of grouping Contacts of a similar type together (in addition to  
the Customer and Supplier Categories).  It  can be used as a reporting and mailing criterion in the CRM  
module and in the Sales Ledger. You can allocate more than one Classification to each Contact, separated by 
commas. 

You  can  use  the  ‘Add  Class  to  Contact’  Maintenance  function  in  the  CRM  module  if  you  need  to  assign  
Classifications to Contacts based on the Items they have bought or not bought. This can help with targeting mail  
shots, for example.

You can force the entry of  Classifications in  Contact  records by adding Classification Types to each Customer  
Category in the Sales Ledger setting. When you assign a Contact to a Category in which you have done this, then  
you will have to add Classifications of the required Types before you will be able to save the Contact record.

Delivery Card

Order Comment: Text entered here will appear as a default in the Comment fields in Orders and Invoices for this  
Contact. 

Freight No.: In some countries each Customer can be allocated a specific Freight Number which will be quoted  
on all Deliveries. Freight Numbers can be included on Delivery documents if necessary.

Sales Del. Terms: Specify the Delivery Terms for this Contact here. You will tend to use this field for international  
Contacts: examples might be Cost, Insurance, Freight or Free On Board.

For each Delivery Term record you can specify translations in different  Languages: the Language for the  
Contact will determine the text to be printed on any Delivery Notes.

Sales Del. Mode: Enter the mode of shipping most commonly used for this Contact. Examples might be Post or 
Courier, or might specify the name of one of the couriers that you use.

You can also set up different versions of documents such as Invoices and Delivery Notes for each Delivery  
Mode, perhaps incorporating appropriate payment instructions. To do this, enter the Delivery Mode in the 
Language field when defining documents. 
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Delivery Date Based On:  When issuing Deliveries from Orders entered in this Contact’s name, the Delivery  
Date can default to the current date or to the Planned Delivery Date entered in the Order. Specify here which  
option is to be used for this Contact.

Terms Card

Sales/Purch. Pay. Terms: Specify here the Payment Terms to be used with the Contact. These Terms will be 
copied to Sales and Purchase Invoices, where they will ensure that the Due Dates are calculated correctly. 
Payment Terms also allow you to configure a system of early settlement discounts.

Sales Credit Limit: Specify the Credit Limit for the Contact here. The Credit Limit setting in the Sales Ledger can  
be used to warn against or prevent the entering of Orders or Invoices for Customers who have exceeded their  
Credit Limit.

Their Supp. Code: Enter the Supplier Number allocated to your firm by this Contact. 

Invoice To: If the Customer will not be paying your Invoices themselves but may, for example, be purchasing 
through a leasing company, enter the Contact Number of that company here.

Interest Rate: When creating Interest Invoices for this Customer, enter here the annual rate of interest to be used  
in calculating interest charges. If this field is blank, the percentage will be taken from the Interest setting in the  
Sales Ledger. 

Creation Date: This field automatically records when this Contact was added to your Standard ERP database. It 
cannot be changed by the user. The Contact List report can be used to list Contacts that were added or 
changed after a certain date.

Last Changed: This field is updated automatically by Standard ERP whenever any modification is made to the  
Contact record on screen.

Closed:  Check this box if the Contact is no longer to be used. Closed Contacts will appear in the ‘Contacts:  
Browse’ window but not in the Contacts ‘Paste Special’ list used for entering contacts to records. You will not 
be able to enter Orders or Invoices for closed Contacts. A closed Contact can be re-opened at any time.

On Hold: Check this box if the Customer is on hold. You can raise Invoices for Customers that are on hold, but  
you will not be able to approve them. You will be able to enter Orders for such Customers, but you won’t be  
able to create Deliveries. Some Maintenance functions will not create new records for Customers that are on 
hold.

Reminders: Check this box if the Customer is to receive reminders.

Interest: Check this box if the Customer is to be sent Interest Invoices for late payments. 

On Account: Check this box if you want to be able to register Prepayments and On Account Receipts from this  
Customer (i.e. you want to allow them to pay before you have invoiced them).

Allow Login: If you are using Standard ERP’s Web Shop facility and wish to allow this Customer to place Orders  
over the web, check this box.

No Mass Letters: Printed letters will  be only sent  to this Contact  if  they are specifically  addressed to this  
Contact. The Contact will not be included in any mass-mailing campaigns. A mass-mailing campaign is one  
generated from a Customer Letter whose Customer field is set to *.

No Mass Mailing:  The above functionality for email mass-mailings.

Pricing Card

Price List:  If you wish to assign a particular Price List to a Contact, you can do so here. It will determine the 
prices used in Orders and Invoices for this Contact.  Note that it is also possible to allocate Price Lists to 
Customer Categories. Any Price List specified here will override the one in the Customer Category.

Discount Matrix:  If you wish to assign a particular Discount Matrix to an individual Customer you can do so  
here. 

Salesman: Enter the signature of the salesman responsible for this Contact’s account. By default, Orders and  
Invoices for this Contact will be attributed to the salesman entered here.

This field is also used by the Limited Access module. The Limited Access can be used to prevent a user from 
seeing every Contact in the ‘Contacts: Browse’ and Contact ‘Paste Special’ windows by restricting their view 
to their own Contacts or to those of their Sales Group.

Sales Group: The Sales Group will be brought in from the Person record after you have entered a Salesman. It  
can be used to restrict the access to this Contact and its Quotations, Orders etc. to salesmen with thi s Sales 
Group.
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Default Items:  The Default  Items setting allows you to define sets of Items that are always to be added to 
Invoices for certain Contacts. Specify here a particular Default Item record (i.e. a particular set of Items) for 
this Contact. The Items will be added to each Invoice as soon as you specify the Contact as the Customer. 
They  will  also  be  added  to  Invoices  created  from Orders  (although they  will  not  appear  in  the  Orders 
themselves or in Deliveries) and to those created in batches using the ‘Group Invoicing’ Maintenance function  
in the Sales Orders module. They will not appear in Interest Invoices.

Price Based On: When entering Orders, if you are using dated Price Lists the choice of Price List can depend  
on the Order Date, the Planned Delivery Date or the Despatch Date. Specify here which option is to be used  
for this Contact.

If you choose the Planned Delivery Date option, the standard Price List will be used if the Planned Delivery  
Date in the Order is blank or in the wrong format. The Planned Delivery Date field must use the Date format,  
set in the Planned Delivery setting in the Sales Orders module. If you choose the Despatch Date option, the  
standard Price List will be used if the Despatch Date in the Order is blank. The standard Price List is the one  
entered to the Contact record in the field above or the Customer Category.

Company Card

Comment:  This field can be used to record any additional information about the Contact. Comments entered 
here will be shown in Sales Ledger reports featuring this Contact.

Warning on Sales: If the Contact is a Customer, text entered here will appear as a warning whenever you enter a  
Sales  Order  or  Sales  Invoice in  their  name.  A  similar  setting  exists  for  the purchase side (‘Warning on  
Purchase’), usable if the Contact is a Supplier.

Reg. No. 1: If the Contact is a limited company, enter their Company Registration Number here.

Country: Specify a code for the Country in which the Contact is located. Having done so, entering a VAT Number 
below will cause Standard ERP to check it is in the correct format for the Country. VAT Number formats for 
each country are defined in the VAT Number Masks setting in the System module.

Language: You can set up different versions of forms such as Invoices and Delivery Notes for Contacts with 
different Languages: the Language code specified here will be used as a default in determining which form  
will be used (it can be overridden for individual records). 

Sales VAT Code: If the Contact is a Customer, the Sales VAT Code will determine the rate at which VAT will be  
charged in sales to this Contact. When you create Sales Orders or Sales Invoices for this Customer, this Sales 
VAT Code will take precedence  over the VAT Codes specified in the Item and the Item Group and on the 
‘Sales’ card of the Account Usage S/L setting in the Sales Ledger. Usually, you should only specify a Sales  
VAT Code here for an individual Customer if for some reason your usual VAT accounting method does not  
apply to them. A similar setting exists for the purchase side (‘Purch. VAT Code’).

VAT Zone: Select a VAT Zone for this Contact. This will be used in Orders and Invoices to control VAT calculation  
and accounting and the choice of Sales Account. Similarly, for suppliers it controls the VAT calculation on 
purchase orders and invoices as well as the Cost Account. 

VAT Reg No.: It is important that the Contact’s VAT Number is recorded here if they are in the “Within EU” Zone  
as this information is required for EU VAT reporting purposes. 

Standard ERP contains a feature whereby it will check that the VAT Number entered here is in the correct  
format for the Contact’s Country. The correct format should be defined in the ‘VAT Reg. Number Masks’ 
setting in the System module. If the Country is blank, the Country from the Company Info setting will be used.  
If that is blank, no validation check will be made.

Because of this feature, be sure to enter the Contact’s Country above before their VAT Number.

Accounts Card

Sales Objects: Up to 20 Objects can be assigned to each Contact, separated by commas. They will be used as 
defaults  in all  Orders,  Invoices and other  transactions involving this  Contact.  You might  define separate  
Objects to represent different departments, cost centres or product types. This provides a flexible method of 
analysis that can be used in Nominal Ledger reports. A similar setting exists for the purchase side (‘Purch.  
Objects’).

Bank Account: Enter the Contact’s main bank account number here.

Account Operator: Enter the name of the Contact’s bank or building society here. 
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Comments Card

Courtesy Title: You may record in this field any particular show of deference your Contact might require. You 
may set up the options available in the Paste Special menu in the Courtesy Titles setting.

Job Title:  The Job Title  of  the Contact,  as  it  appears  on their  business card.  This  can be included when  
addressing letters to Contacts. You may pre-record a list of job titles to be available through the Paste Special 
feature in the Job Titles setting.

Salutation 1, 2 and 3: These fields can be used to record greetings with various degrees of formality. It  is  
recommended that you enter Salutations in all three fields, even if they are the same.

When you design the Form Templates that  will  be used to  print  Customer Letters,  you can include the  
Salutation 1, 2 or 3 fields depending on the formality of the letter. 

Operations Menu

From the Operations menus for Contacts you can  apply the functions in this menu to a group of Contacts. 

Customer Status: The ‘Customer Status’ function provides a short-cut to the Customer Status report, otherwise  
only available in a less detailed form in the Sales Ledger. 

In its basic form, this report shows address and turnover information and lists all Contact Persons for the  
Customer currently on screen or for those Customers highlighted in the browse window. However, if required, 
more information can be shown in the report: the ‘Info in Customer Status Report’ setting in the CRM module  
can be used to control how much additional information will be shown to different users.

Add Contact: This function can be used to connect an existing Contact with this Contact. This Contact will be  
shown in the Contact Persons grid.

Change Password:  If you are using Standard ERP’s Web Shop facility you should use this function to give 
passwords to your Customers.

Create Contact: This function can be used to create records in the Contact Register. When creating a Contact  
this way the Contact will be connected to the current Contact and added to its Contact Person grid.

Create Activity: This function can be used to create records in the Activity register in the System module. The  
new record is opened in a window entitled ‘Activity: Inspect’. This means that it has already been saved and is  
being opened for checking. The Customer Number, Name and Phone Number are brought in automatically to  
the fields on the ‘Contact’ card. No default Activity Type will be offered, while the Task Type will be To Do, and  
the Symbol will be Other. The Start Date of the Activity will be the current date, and the Person will be the  
current user.

After amendment if necessary, save the record in the Activity register by clicking the [Save] button in the  
Button Bar and close it using the close box. Alternatively, if you no longer require the Activity, remove it using  
the ‘Delete’ function on the Record menu.

Create Random Password Mail: You can use this function to generate a password that the customer can use 
to log in to the web shop. This function also sends the password to the customer via email.

If the function does not create a Mail, the cause can be one of the following:

1. The current user does not have a Mailbox.

2. The Customer does not have an email address the contact card.

3. The Customer has not been saved yet.

Update Contact Persons: This function will update the address in all Contacts that are connected to the current 
Contact where you select this option. 

If you have assigned the same Contact Person to different Customers, you can record different personal contact 
details for every company he is representing at any given moment. To do this, select the Contact Person’s  
name in the list at the bottom of a Contact window and select ‘Edit Linked Contact Data’ from the Operations 
Menu.

Create Menu

New Contact: This option creates a new blank Contact.

Duplicate Contact:  This creates a duplicate of the Contact you currently have open. This feature is useful in  
cases where the Contacts have many similarities and only fields such as name, address, contact persons 
and bank accounts need to be changed.
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Workflow Activity:  This  option creates  a  new activity  linked  to  the Contacts  Workflow Manager.  For  more 
information, see the section describing the Workflow Manager later in this material. 

Business Communicator: Calls or mails can be initiated or created straight from a Contact record, leaving a  
trace  in  their  contact  history.  Incoming  calls  can  be  tied  to  Contacts  in  the  address  book  and  a  
communication history will open up automatically so you can give customers answers based on accurate 
information. You can see who is on the phone and who they are talking to. This helps you make an informed  
decision whether to  interrupt  a conversation by transferring another call.  The Business Communicator  is  
described in more detail in the training material for Business Communicator.

HansaWorld University: The HWUniversity icon is available in the Navigation Centre. Additionally in record,  
browse and report windows in Standard ERP it is available by clicking on Info Menu and then Help. 
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USING CONTACT CLASSIFICATIONS

Contact Classifications allow you to categorise your Contacts, perhaps recording their relationship to you (e.g. lead, area  
where the customer is located, turnover, industry).

The Contact Classifications setting allows you to define any number of Classifications, which you then can add to Contacts  
and use as a basis for running reports. This is a great tool for reporting purposes – allowing you to produce more specific  
reports about certain types of customers.

Using Contact Classifications in Reports

The Customer Classification can be used as a search criterion in many reports in the CRM module, in some export and  
maintenance routines as well  as in some reports  in the System module. You can divide Customer Classifications into  
Classification Types, allowing great flexibility. 

In Report specification windows you can enter one or more classifications. How to use them exactly for the best results is  
described in this chapter. The following symbols can be used:

AND     “ , ”

OR      “+”

NOT     “ ! ”

Wildcard “ * ”

Examples:

AAA,BBB Contacts with Classifications AAA and BBB - standard for Standard ERP

AAA+BBB+CCC Contacts with Classifications AAA or BBB or CCC

!AAA Contacts without Classification AAA

!(AAA,BBB) Contacts without Classification AAA and BBB

!AAA+BBB Contacts without Classification AAA or with classification BBB

(AAA,BBB)+(CCC,DDD) Contacts with Classifications AAA and BBB or CCC and DDD 

103* Contacts with Classifications beginning with 103 (103,1031,1032....)

*ENT Contacts with Classifications ending in ENT (HWENT,100ENT,ENT)

103*,!103 Contacts with Classifications beginning with 103 but excluding 103 itself

300*+MSK+!BIG Contacts with Classifications beginning with 300 or MSK or not BIG

30*,*MNT Contacts with Classifications beginning with 30 and ending in MNT
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Advanced use of classifications

Add Classification to Customers

The ‘Add Classification to Customers’  function is a Maintenance routine  in the CRM module.  You can use it  to add a 
particular Contact Classification to Customers satisfying many different requirements, for example Customers that  have  
bought or not bought a specific Item or Items belonging to a particular Item Group, Customers with Contracts containing or 
not containing a specific Item or Customers for whom Activities with a specified Activity Type have or have not been created.

You can run the ‘Who Has Bought/Not Bought’ or the ‘Customers Without/With Activities’ reports (both in the CRM module)  
before using these functions if you want a list of the Customers that will be affected.

Period: The function will search Invoices, Orders, Quotations or Contracts from the period that you enter here for the  
Item that you specify below, or Activities from this period for the Activity Type that you specify below. Tick Exclude  
period selection to look in records outside the specified period as well.

Category: If a Customer Category is entered here, the function will search for the Customers belonging to that Category  
that have bought or not bought the specified Item (or that had an Activity created or not created with the specified  
Activity Type). It will then add the new Classification to those Customers.

Salesman: Enter a Person’s initials if you only need the new Classification to be added to Customers with a particular  
Salesman that have bought or not bought the specified Item.

Classification: If  a  Customer  Classification  is  entered  here,  the  function  will  search  for  the  Customers  with  that  
Classification that have bought or not bought the specified Item. It will  then add the new Classification to those  
Customers.

If you enter a number of Classifications separated by commas, the function will search for the Customers with all the  
Classifications that you have entered.

Item: Specify here the Item that is to be the subject of the function: the new Classification will be added to all Customers  
that have bought or not bought this Item. The function will have no effect if you do not specify an Item (unless you  
specify an Activity Type).

Add Classification: Specify here the Classification that is to be added to every Customer that has bought or not bought 
the specified Item. If a particular Customer already has this Classification, it will not be added again.

Register: Choose which version of the function is to be used:

Invoices: The function will search approved Invoices to find Customers that have bought or not bought the specified  
Item.

Contracts:  The function will search the Contract register to find Customers that have Contracts containing or not  
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containing the specified Item. If you choose the Has Not Bought option (below), the function will ignore Customers  
with no Contracts at all.

Quotations: The function will search Quotations to find Customers that have been quoted or not been quoted for the  
specified Item.  

Activities: The function will  search Activities to find Customers for whom Activities with or without the specified  
Activity Type have been created.

Activity Type: Specify an Activity Type: if you choose ‘Activities’ as the Register option, the new Classification will be  
added to all Customers for whom an Activity with this Type has or has not been created during the specified period.

               

Function:  Choose whether the new Classification is to be added to Customers that have bought or not bought the 
specified Item, or that had an Activity created or not created with the specified Activity Type. 

Include Suppliers/Contact Persons/Guests/Dealers:  You can choose the type of  Contacts  that  you want to be 
included in the updating process.

Close Contacts

This function is a Maintenance routine in the CRM module. You can use it to close Contacts with a particular Category or 
Classification. You can use it  together with the previously described Maintenance routine to close Contacts that have not  
bought from you in a long time.

Remove Classification from Contacts

The ‘Remove Classification from Contacts’ function is a Maintenance routine in the CRM module that you can use to remove 
a Classification from all Contacts.

 Classification: Specify the single Classification that is to be removed from all Contacts. If you want to remove more  
than one Classification, run the function as many times as necessary.

Category: If a Customer Category is specified here only the Contacts belonging to this Category will be affected by the  
function.

Customer: If a Customer is specified here only this Customer will be affected by the function.

Use the check boxes to choose the type of Contacts that you want to be included in the updating process.

PRESS  THE  [RUN]  BUTTON  TO  START  THE  UPDATING  PROCESS.  THE  ‘UPDATE  CUSTOMER  CLASSIFICATION’ 
MAINTENANCE FUNCTION IN THE SALES LEDGER CAN ALSO BE USED TO REMOVE A SPECIFIED CLASSIFICATION 
FROM CUSTOMERS.
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SENDING CUSTOMER LETTERS

The Customer Letter register is used to send letters to Customers: It provides a mechanism whereby standard or ad hoc  
letter texts can be matched with one or more addressees. Letters can thus be sent to individual Customers or mail shots  
produced to a range of Customers.

For an advanced use of this register, you may create direct links between certain forms and Contacts in the Additional Email  
Recipients setting.

HTML formatting: This is activated from the Global CRM setting. When the ‘Use HTML Formatting’ check box in this  
setting is ticked, all new Customer Letters and Standard Texts will have HTML formatting turned on by  default. It can 
still  be turned off  by un-ticking the  HTML check box.  The HTML editing mode offers  you advanced formatting 
options. You will also be able to paste HTML templates you may already be using in your regular communications  
with your customers. This can be done by attaching the HTML template to the letter.

Mailing List: You can create a Mailing List using the register of the same name in the CRM module. To add Customers  
or Suppliers to a Mailing List, select the Operations menu in the Mailing List record and select “Add”, or drag and  
drop Contacts from the ‘Contacts: Browse’ window into the Mailing List record. You can also remove Customers and 
Suppliers.  

If you want to send a Customer Letter to the members of a Mailing List first choose a Mailing List in this field using 
paste special and then enter an asterisk (*) in the Customer field.

Customer: Enter the Contact Number of the Customer or Supplier to whom the letter is to be addressed. If you want to 
mail a range of Customers or Suppliers you can use the colon “:” to indicate a range, e.g. “010:045” to select  
Customers/Suppliers 010 to 045. To select all Customers, enter a  “*” symbol in this field. To limit the mailing  to 
Customers with specific attributes, use the other fields to specify these attributes (like Contact Class).

Contact: If a single Customer or Supplier Number has been specified, you can mail a particular Contact at that firm by  
entering their name here. The ‘Paste Special’ function only lists Contact Persons for the Customer or Supplier in  
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question.

If no Contact is specified here and the One per Contact check box below is not checked, a single letter will  be  
produced for each selected Customer or Supplier, addressed to the main Contact entered on the ‘Contact’ card of  
each Customer record.

Form Template: If you wish to use a different Form Template for a particular Customer Letter, specify that using the 
Form Template field. The Form Template specified in this field will be used instead of the one specified in the ‘Form  
Definition’ window.

Std. Text: If appropriate, use this field to select a Standard Text record. The text itself will be inserted into the field on the  
‘Text’ card.

OK: You should tick the OK check box when you have checked and approved the Customer Letter record. Until it has  
been ticked and the record saved, any letters printed from the record will be marked with a “Test Printout” watermark. 

Category: If you wish to mail all Customers belonging to a particular Customer Category, specify the Category here. You 
can also enter more than one Customer Category, separated by commas.

This  field  assumes that  the Customer  field  on the ‘Customer  Selection’  card  is  blank:  it  will  be ignored if  the  
Customer field contains a value.

Language: You can specify in the ‘Form Definition’ window for the Customer Letter form that Letters can be printed  
using different Form Templates depending on the Language of the Customer Letter. 

Cust. Class: If you wish to mail all Customers with a particular Classification, specify that here. If a range of Customers 
has been entered to the Customer field on the ‘Customer Selection’ card, all Customers in that range that have the  
particular Classification will be mailed. 

Contact Class: If you wish to mail all Contacts with a particular Contact Classification, specify that here. This field 
assumes that the Customer field on the ‘Customer Selection’ card contains a value and that the One per Contact box  
is not checked. It will have no effect if one or both these conditions are not met.

Job Desc.: If you wish to mail all Contacts with a particular Job Description, specify that here.

This field assumes that the Customer field on the ‘Customer Selection’ card contains a value and that the One per  
Contact box is not checked. It will have no effect if one or both these conditions are not met.

Inspecting and Approving Customer Letters

Before printing the letters as determined by a Customer Letter record, it is worth checking that the letter text contains no  
errors and that everyone that should receive a letter will do so, especially if the Customer Letter record represents a large  
mail shot. To do this, use the ‘Letter List’ function on the Operations menu. This produces a report showing the full letter text  
and a list of recipients.

Printing Customer Letters

Two methods are available by which the letters determined by a Customer Letter record can be printed. In both cases, if the  
Customer Letter record has not been approved, all printed letters will be marked “Test Printout”. The two methods are:

1. With a Customer Letter record on screen, click the Printer icon.

2. Use the ‘Forms’ function from the Navigation Centre. Double-click ‘Customer Letters’ in the resulting list.  This  
method allows you to print letters from a range of Customer Letter records.

Operations Menu

When a Customer Letter is open in a record window, the Operations menu is available. 

Letter List: Select this command to produce an instant report showing the letter text and a list of recipients.

Send Email: This function will send the letter text to all recipients by email. This is the easiest way of delivering customer  
letters to your contacts compared to fax or printing.  Contact  your local HansaWorld representative for  technical 
details or go to www.hansamanuals.com.
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Create Menu

The Create menu offers you three options:

New Customer Letter: Creates a new, completely blank letter.

Duplicate Customer Letter: Copies an existing letter with the same appearance and selections.

Create Workflow Activity: Creates an Activity connected to the Customer Letter.

The functionality of adding Classifications to Customers and sending Customer Letters can be combined in a very efficient  
way by adding a Classification to Customers who have or haven’t bought a product during a certain time and then sending a 
targeted marketing email from the Customer Letter register to those Customers. 
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REPORTING ON CONTACTS

Birthday List

This report lists Contacts in the Contact Person register, together with contact details (telephone, fax and mobile numbers  
and email address). Usually, you will use this report to list the Contacts with a birthday on a particular date, but you can also  
use it to list the Contacts with a particular date in one of the user-defined fields. The user-defined fields will be visible on the  
‘User Defined’ card of each Contact record once you have defined them in the User-Defined Fields – Contacts setting.

Contact List

The Contact List report is one of the main sources of information about Customers, Suppliers, Contact Persons, Guests or  
Dealers. This report has an extensive set of filters that can be applied to find the exact Contact(s) that you are looking for.  

Another version of the report is the Contact List for all Companies that allows you to search for and report on Contacts in  
every Company in your database. 

Telephone List

This report lists the Telephone, Mobile and Alt. Phone numbers of Contacts and can be filtered based on Classification,  
Customer Category or Job Title.
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WORKING WITH TIME

From customer meetings and phone calls to working on chargeable projects, from making service visits to informing your  
colleagues that you are on vacation - Activities in Standard ERP can give you all the tools you need.

We will begin this section by explaining the most crucial settings related to Activities and time and then we will look at  
workflows and related reporting. 

Activity Classes

An Activity Class is a setting for grouping similar types of Activities together. As an example the “Sales” Activity Class can  
contain various types of sales work, such as phone calls, meetings and attending exhibitions. Other examples of Activity  
Classes can be Marketing, Administration and Absence. 

Calendar Colour: All Activities with Activity Types belonging to the same Activity Class will appear in the same colour in  
the Calendar. Choose that colour using this field.

Force Entry of: Check one or more of these boxes if  you would like it  to be compulsory  to enter a Project, Item, 
Customer, Result, Cost (Time) and/or Service Order to all Activities with Activity Types belonging to this Activity Class. 

Calendar: These options are used to control how the Activities with Activity Types belonging to this Activity Class are  
shown in the Calendar. Please refer to the section below describing the ‘Time’ card of the Activity screen for details of 
each option.

Employee Time Statistics: These options control how Activities with Activity Types belonging to this Activity Class are 
displayed in the Employee Time Statistics report.

Paid, Unpaid, Work, Absence: Choose the Paid/Work combination if you want Activities with Activity Types belonging 
to this Activity Class to be shown in the main section of Employee Time Statistics report and in the main totals for  
each employee.

Create Project Transaction: Check this box if you would like Project Transactions to be created when Activities with  
Activity Types belonging to this Activity Class are marked as Done and saved. 

Activity Types

Activity Types are used to classify Activities. Each Activity Type should represent a specific job or task. All Activities recording  
the same kind of task should be given the same Activity Type. The Activity Type can be used as a search criterion in many of  
the reports in the CRM module. Examples of Activity Types could be Sales Calls, Sick Leave or Approval of Purchase  
Invoices.

When defining your Activity Types, you should define some that can be used for Results, i.e. you should enter some Activity  
Types that represent the possible outcomes of Activities. This is particularly important if you are using Activity Consequences
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The number of Activity Types should be kept small, and great care should be taken to make them mutually exclusive. 

Class:  All  Activities with Activity  Types belonging to the same Activity  Class will  appear in the same colour in the  
Calendar. You can also force a Project, Customer, Result and/or Cost (Time) to be entered for Activities of the same 
Class.

Default Text Codes:  Here you may link this Activity Type to a predefined Default Activity Text Code record. When the  
Activity Type is added to an Activity the content of the Default Activity Text Code record will be pasted to the matrix of 
the Activity.  The text can be defined in the Default Activity Text Codes setting.

Item: Only Service or Plain Items can be entered here. This is intended for the invoicing of work connected to a Project in 
the Job Costing module or to a Service Order.

Alarm Type, Alarm: Use these options to specify the default Alarm instructions that you want to be copied to all new 
Activities using this Activity Type.

Activity Consequences

This setting controls the automatic creation of new Activities from old ones with particular combinations of Activity Types and  
Results. 

This can be useful when, for example, you make a sales call but find that the person you are calling is on holiday. In this  
situation, you can set up an Activity Consequence record that will automatically create a new Activity to remind you to call  
them again a few days later. The new Activity will be created when you mark the first Activity as Done and save it. Each  
Activity Consequence record should represent a unique combination of Activity Type and Result (in this example, “Sales  
Call” and “Customer On Holiday” respectively).  The new Activity will  be given the Activity Type specified in the Activity  
Consequence record and its date and time will be calculated using the figures in the ‘Days from now’ and ‘Hours from now’  
fields. If ‘New Person’ is left blank the same person will be used in both Activities.

Activity Types, Subsystems

It is possible to have an Activity created automatically on the completion of another task. This feature is controlled using this  
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setting.

In many registers, Activities can be created automatically when records are approved and saved. Check the boxes named 
‘Automatically’ if you would like this to happen. These Activities will be given the Activity Type specified on the left. This will  
not affect the ‘Create Activity’ function, which you can use to create Activities from other records yourself when you need  
them. These Activities will also be given the Activity Type specified on the left of this setting. 

Check the ‘Done’ box on the right if you would like new Activities to be marked as Done when they are created from a  
particular register.
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Entering and viewing Activities

All business events, appointments and tasks can be recorded as Activities. Through the careful use of Activity Types and  
Classes the Activity register can become a valuable source of information recording many different types of customer and  
other business related operations. Both past and future events can be recorded, so the register can be used as an efficient  
diary management tool.

Activities can be entered in many ways, here are some examples:

1. Having printed the Personal Calendar report to screen, click the text “New Activity” at the top of the report.

2. When working with Customer Letters, Quotations, Contracts, Purchase Invoices, Service Orders, Work Orders,  
Sales Orders, Mails or Production records, select ‘Workflow Activity’ from the Create menu of the record window to 
create an Activity connected to the record you are working with. The Task Type of the new Activity will be To Do, and  
the Symbol will be Other. The Start Date and Start Time of the new record will vary, depending on the register from 
which it was created. The Activity Type will be taken from the Activity Types, Subsystems setting. 

3. Activities can also be created from many other records such as Customers and Projects using the ‘Workflow 
Activity’  Create menu  function.  In  these  cases,  as  these  records  are  not  mentioned  in  the  Activity  Types, 
Subsystems setting, the new Activity will not be given a default Activity Type.

4. When working with Customer Letters, Contracts, Purchase Invoices and Sales Invoices, Activities can be created  
when records are approved and saved. This  is  controlled using the Activity Types,  Subsystems setting.  Such 
Activities are created and saved, but are not automatically opened for checking or modification. 

5. When working  with Sales  Orders,  Activities  can be created when Orders  are  saved for  the first  time.  This  is  
controlled  using  the Order  Classes setting.  Such Activities  are  created  and saved,  but  are  not  automatically  
opened for checking or modification.

6. From the browse windows listing Sales Orders, Service Orders and Contracts, you can highlight several records  
and select ‘Workflow Activity’ from the Create menu. Separate Activities will be created for each highlighted record.  
On selecting the function, the new Activities will be created and saved, but will not be automatically opened for  
checking or modification. In the case of Sales Orders, the Activity Type of these new Activities will be taken from the  
Activity Types, Subsystems setting.

7. A new Activity can be created automatically when you save an existing Activity in which you have entered a Result  
and ticked the Done box. This depends on the Activity Type/Result  combination in the existing Activity and is  
controlled  using  the  Activity  Consequences  setting.  Such  Activities  are  created  and  saved,  but  are  not  
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automatically opened for checking or modification.

8. You can create a new Activity simply by copying an earlier Activity. Open the Activity to be copied and select the  
‘Duplicate Activity’ option from the Create menu.

9. A new Activity can be created from the Workflow Manager icon which is present in most records in Standard ERP.

In most of these cases, the Activity and the originating record will be connected to each other. These connections will be  
visible in the Workflow Manager. This allows you to open the originating record quickly and easily when reviewing the Activity,  
or to open the Activity from the originating record. 

Favourite Activity Types: If you have many Activity Types, each user can use this feature to reduce the list in the Paste  
Activity Type window so that it only shows their most commonly used Activity Types. Users should first list their most  
commonly used Activity  Types in the Favourite Activity  Types setting in the CRM module. Then, each user can  
separately specify that the Paste Activity Type window will only list their favourites. To do this, each one should go to  
the User Settings module, open the ‘Local Machine’ setting and, in the section entitled “Activity Type Paste Special”,  
choose the “Favourite Activity Types” option. Having done so, the Paste Activity Type window will only list a user’s 
favourites, but he/she will be able to see “All” Activity Types at the press of a button and also add new favourites “on  
the fly”.

Task Types: Use these options to specify where the Activity should be shown:

Calendar: With this option selected, the Activity will appear in your Calendar, visible to you and your colleagues. This  
type is normally used for longer tasks such as sales meetings.

To Do: Check this box if you would like the Activity to be shown in the Task Manager. Usually this will be because the  
purpose of the Activity is to schedule a single task, such as a telephone call. 

Timed To Do: Choose this option if the Activity is to appear in the right-hand panel of the Day Planner.

Approval: This indicates that the Activity has been generated as a result of Approval Rules specified in the Business  
Alerts module. 

Other: This type is used for “background” Activities that should be visible for instance in the Workflow Manager (see the  
Workflow Manager section for more details).

Calendar:  These options are used to control how the Activity is shown in the Calendar. These options can even be  
changed after the Activity has been marked as Done and saved. Usually these options apply only to Activities whose  
Task Type (above) is Calendar. The exception is that to charge the time to a Project, you must choose the Time 
option, but you can use any Task Type. 

Time: This option should be chosen in an Activity that represents actual time spent in carrying out a task.

Profile: This option can be used to book future time in the Calendar and to give an estimate as to how long the task will 
take. 

Don’t Show: Use this option if you don’t want the Activity to be shown in the Calendar. It will still appear in the Personal  
Calendar report.

In all cases, if the Calendar option to the right is Time or Profile, the Activity must have both Start and End Times before it  
can be saved. The Calendar option has no other effect if the Task Type is To Do or Timed To Do.

It can be difficult to return to a Don’t Show Activity after it has been saved, because it does not appear in the Calendar. You  
can drill down to it from the Personal Calendar report, or you can use the ‘Filter’ card of the Task Manager. Choosing the  
correct Task Type option in the Task Manager will cause all Calendar Activities to be listed, even those marked as Don’t  
Show.

If an Activity Type that belongs to an Activity Class is specified in an Activity, the chosen Calendar option will change to the  
one set in the Activity Class. You can choose another Calendar option in a particular Activity, but take care to note that 
another option may be selected if you then change the Activity Type.

Activities can be seen in many ways, here are some examples:

! Task Manager, which can be opened from the Navigation Centre

! Calendar, which can be opened from the Navigation Centre and which has many different views – Overview, Month,  
Week and Day

! Activities register in System module
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! Many different reports including the Customer Status report and the Activities, Persons report

! Any Activities created from a record via the Workflow Manager can be found by clicking the Workflow Manager icon  
in that  record.

Alarms

In addition to registering your calls and meetings using Activities and checking up on them in the Customer Status report or  
Calendar, you can go one step further and let Standard ERP  remind you about important tasks by setting Alarms.

You can use Alarms to alert yourself, management or other staff about events, meetings and other activities where some  
action needs to be taken.  Alarms can increase efficiency by reducing missed opportunities and improving service.  

You can choose between three types of Alarms while entering an Activity:

Message:  With this option you can set the reminder message to pop up on your (or someone else’s) screen at the 
chosen date and time. This option is useful for tasks that need to be reacted to right away. 

SMS: With this option an SMS will be sent to the responsible person. Messages of this kind can be received anywhere  
any time and the person does not have to be at their desk.

Email: Alternatively the alarm can be sent as an email to the mailbox of the responsible person.

The Target Time Register

Profile Activities have two purposes: they enable the booking of future time, and they allow this booked time to be compared  
with the time actually taken to complete the task in question.

Usually, Profile Activities will be used by the employees themselves to book future time, while the Target Time register will be  
used by managers to set targets for the amount of time their employees are to spend on work of each Activity Type. The  
sales person will create Profile Activities for each future sales appointment and Time Activities once those appointments  
have been fulfilled. The Employee Time Statistics report can then be used to compare Target Time with Profile Activities,  
Target Time with Time Activities, or Profile Activities with Time Activities. An Activity must have a Task Type of Calendar to be  
included in this report.

Start Date: Specify the date when the Target Time record is to take effect. It will remain in effect until a new Target Time  
record with a later Start Date is entered. Only one record for each Person/Date combination can be entered.

Use the grid area of the screen to specify the number of hours that it is intended that the Person will spend carrying  
out work of each Activity Type. 

Total: Total amount of hours in the grid.

The Target Time record has a period of one week (shown in the Period of Days field). It specifies that every week the  
employee is to spend five hours doing administration, five hours making service visits and five hours on the support  
desk, amongst other tasks.

Period of Days, Hours: The Period of Days is the period covered by the Target Time row, while Hours is the number of  
hours during that period to be spent carrying out work belonging to the Activity Type. 

As an example, if an employee is to spend eight hours per week working on administration, enter “7” as the Period of Days  
and “8” in the Hours field. If the Period of Days is “1”, the target will be eight hours per day.

Both these fields must contain an entry in a particular row, otherwise the row will be ignored by the Employee Time Statistics  
report.

It is recommended that you use seven or a multiple of seven as the Period of Days. This will ensure that Employee Time  
Statistics report produces accurate results taking weekends into account. 

As always with Activities, a consistent and planned approach to the Calendar options (Time, Profile and Don’t Show) is  
recommended. This process can be helped by attaching each Activity Type to an Activity Class in which the correct option  
has been selected. This will mean that Activities with a particular Type will always have the same Calendar option selected by  
default, reducing the chances of error (i.e. ensuring they will be taken into account correctly by the various reports).

At the end of the week, an Employee Time Statistics report can be produced. This report in the CRM module can compare  
the target time recorded in the Target Time register either with actual time recorded using Time Activities or with planned time  
recorded using Profile Activities.
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WORKFLOW MANAGER & WORKFLOW OVERVIEW

When the setup of the Activity structure is completed, Standard ERP offers you tools for graphically monitoring your sales  
pipeline and creating entire workflows to make sure crucial tasks are completed on time and no sales opportunities are lost.

Workflow Manager

From all records, Mails and Activities in the system, you can access the Workflow Manager by clicking this icon: 

This lets you create an Activity that is connected to the record you are viewing. The Activity will also appear in the relevant  
person’s Task Manager (if the Task Type of the Activity is set to To Do). The colour of the Workflow Manager icon in the  
originating record will depend on the date of the Activity: If the Activity date is today, the icon will be green and if the Activity  
date is earlier than today, the icon will be red.

Workflow Overview

The Workflow Overview gives you a graphical view of the status of certain types of Activities, Kitchen Orders, Quotations and  
Sales Orders. It is reachable from the Navigation Centre by clicking the  icon
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Company Workflow Overview and User Workflow Overview Settings

These settings control what is shown in the Workflow Overview (for everyone in the company or for a specific user).

View Name: By assigning different View Names to different columns you can change the information that will be shown 
in the Workflow Overview. As an example, a View with the Name “SALES” might display Quotations and Activities with  
the Activity Type for Customer Meetings, while a View named “FINANCE” might display Activities with the Activity 
Types for Debt Collection and Expense Approvals. At the top of the Workflow Manager, there is a View field that you 
can use to change the View at any time (in this example, to switch between the “SALES” and “FINANCE” Views).

Column Name: Here you specify the name of a certain column, for example: Valid Quotations.

Register: Here you choose the register whose information should be shown in the column; Activities, Sales Orders,  
Kitchen Orders  or  Quotations.  For  example,  if  the  Column Name is  “Valid  Quotations”,  you would  choose the  
Quotations register.

Filter: Here you choose more precisely which records will be shown in the column. Use Paste Special to see which filters 
are available. For Activities you can filter by different  Activity Types, for Sales Orders by Order Classes and for  
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Quotations by Quotation Classes. For example, if  the Column Name is “Valid Quotations”, you might choose to  
display Quotations whose Class is “V” (for “Valid”).

Amounts: Choose whether the amounts shown in the column should include or exclude VAT.

The Company Workflow Overview setting just described will control what is shown in the Workflow Overview for everyone in  
the company. If you need the Workflow Overview to display different information for a particular user, enter a record for that  
user in the User Workflow Overview setting.

Workflow Overview 

The Workflow Overview allows you to monitor your business based on how you have configured the above settings. 

The Overview can be filtered based on Person, View, Period or Customer. You can also convert all amounts to a certain  
Currency or only show information for a certain Sales Group.

At the head of each column you will see displayed the number of Activities/Quotations/Orders in that column and the total  
value of the entries. In the case of Activities, this information will be taken from the Amount and Currency fields that you can  
use for instance to estimate the value of a lead that has yet not been quoted. 

The colours in the Workflow Overview are decided in the same manner as described above for the Workflow Manager. You  
can connect an Activity to any Quotation, Order or Activity in the Workflow Overview using the Workflow Manager. If this  
connected Activity  has a  date that  has passed,  the Quotation,  Order or  Activity  will  have a  red mark in the Workflow 
Overview; if the connected Activity has a date that is today, it will have a green mark; if the connected Activity has a date in  
the future, the mark will be grey and if there is no connected follow-up Activity, the mark will be yellow.

If  you have more than one column of the same type of record (Quotation, Sales Order, Activity or Kitchen Order),  the  
Workflow Overview supports Drag-And-Drop between the columns. For example, if you have a Sales Order in a “Ready for  
Shipping” column that has now been delivered, you can simply drag it to the “Delivered” column. The Order Class (in this  
example) will be updated accordingly.  

An Activity will disappear from the Workflow Overview when it is marked as Done or its Activity Type is changed to one not 
specified in the Workflow Overview settings. A Quotation will disappear when its Status is changed to Accepted or Rejected 
or when moved to another Quotation Class, and Orders will disappear when marked as Closed or moved to a different  
Order Class.
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REPORTING ON TIME

Activities, Customers

This report lists Activities of all Task Types, sorted by Customer. The Private Activities of the Person producing the report are  
marked with asterisks (*). The Private Activities of other users are not shown in the report.

Activities, Period

Using the Display Groups setting in the System module, you can divide the employees of your company into groups. These  
groups might represent different types of work or the various departments in your company. The report uses a timetable  
format to display what each member of a particular Display Group is doing for each day of the report period. The information  
is taken from Calendar Activities. 

Activities, Persons

This report lists Activities of all Task Types, sorted by Person. 

Customers with no Activities

This report is a list of Customers that have not been contacted during the report period.

Employee Time Statistics

This report is a list of employees, comparing the planned and actual hours that each one worked during the report period.  
Depending on the comparison method selected, the numbers of hours are calculated using Activities whose Start Dates fall  
in the report period and Target Time records whose Start Dates are most immediately prior to the report period.
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OTHER REGISTERS 

The Standard Periods Register

The Standard Periods register together with the ‘Apply Standard Period’ Maintenance routine allows you to duplicate a  
Person’s Calendar Activities from a particular period. For example, if you use the same Profile Activities every week, you can  
copy them to the next week or the next few weeks. You can also copy them for other members of your department.

First, create a new record in this register. Enter a code and a comment.  In the Persons field, specify the  Person  whose 
Calendar Activities you are planning to copy. Specify also the Start and End dates of the period containing the Activities to 
be copied. 

Now you can run the ‘Apply Standard Period’ Maintenance routine to create new Activities based on the ones specified in  
the setting.

Code: Enter the code of the Standard Period record specifying the Activities that you want to copy.

User:  Specify the user for whom you need to create new Activities.

Start Date: The date that is to be used in the first new Activity.

Number of periods: how many times you want each Activity to be created.

For example, you might create a Standard Periods record in which you have specified SJ as the Person and last week as the  
period. If you would like to duplicate the last weeks’ Activities for the next week, run the Maintenance function specifying SJ  
as the Person, the first day of the next week as the Start date and “1” as the Number of periods. And don't forget to specify 
the Standard Period record itself in the Code field! If SJ’s Activities are always the same, you could specify “4” for example  
as the Number of periods, in which case four weeks’ worth of Activities will be created. If the Number of periods is likely to  
be greater than one, the period in the Standard Periods record should be a week (i.e. seven days), otherwise Activities will  
be created for weekends.

The Standard Text Register

This register can be used to build up a library of standard letters to be used at particular stages in the development of the  
relationship with a Customer. HTML formatting is also available. These standard letters can be referred to from the Customer  
Letter register.
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FORMS IN THE CRM MODULE

Activities

From here you can print one or more Activities using the Form Template specified . This can be a useful feature when for  
instance you need to print all Activities for a certain Project.

Contact Labels

This document prints name and address labels for Contacts. The Invoice Address on the ‘Contact’ card of each Contact  
record will be used. You can use this function to print addresses of Contacts who you have not reached by fax or email and  
send them Customer Letters by regular mail. 

Customer Letter

This document prints letters to Customers. It first searches for records in the Customer Letter register matching the search  
criteria entered in the ‘Specify Customer Letter Documents’ window. For each Customer Letter found, it then prints the letter  
text entered on the ‘Text’ card to the recipients as determined on the ‘Customer Selection’ and ‘Cat/Class Selection’ cards. 
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EXERCISES

Theory Questions

1. What does the abbreviation CRM stand for?

2. Describe in a few sentences what CRM is.

3. What is a Contact in Standard ERP?

4. Indicate two steps that need to be taken to force a user to classify Contacts properly.

5. What is the difference between Activity Types and Activity Classes?

6. Give three examples of Activity Types.

7. What is the difference between Classification Types and Classifications?

8. Give three examples of Classification Types.

9. How can you check which Customer has “got lost” – meaning that for a certain period they have no Activities?

10. Where can you use Standard Texts?

11. How can you set up that when a certain Activity is marked as Done another Activity will be created one week ahead  
in time?

12. Name at least three different ways to enter a new Activity.

13. How can I immediately update the customer name on all contact persons when a customer’s name is changed?

Practical Exercises

Preparation: Download the latest English version of Standard ERP and import the English sample database. Enter your own 
name in Module System>>Settings>>Company Info>>Company Name.

1. Create new Activity Types for outgoing sales calls and for the result that the customer is on holiday. The result  
Activity Type should have a special Class for results. Set up the system so that if an outgoing sales call gives the  
result that the customer is on holiday then a new Activity (outgoing sales call) will be created for 7 days ahead in  
time. 

Create an Activity for a sales call where the customer is on holiday, and run the Customer Status report showing  
the Activities. Make a screen dump of the Customer Status report.

2. Set up the system so that after an Order has been created an Activity of the Type DEL will be created automatically. 
The DEL Activities should appear in the Task Manager of one of the employees that is working in the warehouse.  
Create a couple of Orders and make a screen dump of the Activities created in the Task Manager.

3. A Person called Keith Stevens needs to see in the Customer Status report the last 30 Done Activities, all open  
Invoices, 2 last paid Invoices and 10 last Quotations. Enter the necessary settings. Select a Customer with both 
open and paid Invoices and Quotations, and make a screen dump of the Customer Status report.

4. You want to send a Customer Letter to all Customers who have bought Transistor Radios, to send out targeted  
marketing  material.  Create  a  Contact  Classification  TRANS  for  this  purpose.  Add  the  Classification  to  the 
Customers in question, and create a new Standard Text where you thank the Customers for buying the radio.  
Create  the  mails  and  make  screen  dumps  of  the  Letter  list  report  and  of  the  report  Email  and  
Conferences>>Email Queue List. Remove the Classification TRANS afterwards.

5. Create a target time record for Keith Stevens for a 40 hour week including: Service visits 12 hours, meetings 15  
hours and admin 13 hours. Register one week of Activities that differ slightly from the target time. Run a report that  
clearly shows the actual time for the week compared to the target time. Make a screen dump of the report.

6. Create a new layout for the Workflow Overview with columns relevant to your business.
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APPENDIX 

Terminology between different versions of English language

The language used in this material is British English. There can be slight differences between other versions of the English  
language, which can lead to confusions. This table should help to clear these up. Sorted alphabetically 

British USA Canada Australia + New 

Zealand

Singapore

Cheque Check Cheque Cheque Cheque

Colour/coloured Color/colored Colour/coloured Colour/coloured Colour/coloured

Credit Note(CN) Credit Memo (CN) Credit Memo (CM) Credit Note (CN) Credit Note

Dialogue Dialog

Instalment Installment

Jewellery Jewelry Jewellery Jewellery Jewellery

Licence (noun) License Licence Licence Licence

Mileage Claim Miles Way Lists Mileage Claim Mileage Claim

Miles Miles KM KM KM

Mobile Cell Mobile Mobile Mobile

Nominal Ledger (NL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL)

Post Code ZIP Code Post Code Post Code  Post Code

Profit and Loss  

Statement

Income Statement Income Statement Statement of Profit or 

Loss

Statement of Profit or 

Loss

Purchase Ledger Payable (PL = AP) Payable (PL = AP) Purchase Ledger Purchase Ledger

Sales Ledger Receivable (SL=AR) Receivable (SL=AR) Sales Ledger Sales Ledger

Salesman Salesperson Salesperson Salesman Salesperson

Stock Inventory Inventory Stock Inventory

Stocktake Inventory Count Inventory Count Stocktake Inventory Count

Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment Inventory Adjustment Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment

Supplier Vendor Vendor Supplier Vendor

Turnover Revenue Revenue Revenue Revenue

VAT Sales Tax or Tax Tax (or GST/PST) GST GST/SST/HST
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